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In this paper we use a Choquet type theorem on adapted spaces to obtain or
reobtain some results in harmonic analysis on semigroups. Thus we give a
Levy]Khinchine formula for some negative definite functions defined on a com-Â
mutative semigroup with neutral element, we prove that completely monotonic
 .  .resp. alternating functions are completely positive resp. negative definite,
we characterize the completely monotonic and the completely alternating func-
 4tions defined on N* [ 1, 2, 3, . . . , and we consider a Stieltjes' moment problem.
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
w xGustave Choquet has introduced the adapted spaces in 5 to give
solutions to Hamburger's and Stieltjes' moment problems. In Section 1 of
this paper we give a result on adapted spaces which we use in Section 2 to
obtain an integral representation, for a set of negative definite functions
defined on a commutative semigroup with neutral element, which general-
w xizes the formulas of 2, Theorems 3.7 and 4.4 .
We prove in Section 3, without use of any integral representation, that a
 .completely monotonic resp. alternating function, defined on a commuta-
 .tive semigroup with or without neutral element , is completely positive
 .resp. negative definite.
We give in Section 4, also using the Choquet type result from Section 1,
 .characterizations for the completely monotonic resp. alternating func-
tions defined on N*.
The solution of the classical Stieltjes' moment problem gives necessary
and sufficient conditions for a function w : N ª R to be of the form
 . n  .w n s H x dm x , n g N, where m is a positive Radon measure. Thew0, `w
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w xanalogous problem for a function defined on Z is studied in 6 and is
called the strong Stieltjes' moment problem. We consider in Section 5 a
Stieltjes' type problem for a function defined on N*. We call it the weak
Stieltjes' moment problem.
1. A CHOQUET TYPE THEOREM
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. A linear space V of real
continuous functions on X is called adapted if
 .  < 4i V s V y V where V s f g V f G 0 ;q q q
 .  .ii for every x g X there is a f g V such that f x ) 0.q
THEOREM 1. Let V be an adapted space and L: V ª R a linear func-
 .tional such that L f G 0 for e¨ery f g V . Then there is a positi¨ e Radonq
measure m on X with the following properties:
 .i e¨ery f g V is m-integrable andq
L f G f x dm x ; .  .  .H
X
 .  .  .  .ii we ha¨e L f s H f x dm x for e¨ery f g V for which there isX q
a function h g V which satisfies that for e¨ery e ) 0 there is a compactq
 .  .K ; X such that f x F e h x for x g X _ K.
wProof. It is an immediate consequence of the proof of 3, p. 43,
xTheorem 2.7 .
Â2. A LEVY]KHINCHINE FORMULA
 .Let S, q be a commutative semigroup.
We say that a function w : S ª R is positi¨ e definite on S if for each
natural number n G 1, each family of real numbers c , . . . , c , and each1 n
family s , . . . , s of elements of S, we have1 n
n
c c w s q s G 0. . j k j k
j, ks1
We say that a function w : S ª R is negati¨ e definite on S if for each
natural number n G 2, each family of real numbers c , . . . , c , such that1 n
c q ??? qc s 0, and each family s , . . . , s of elements of S, we have1 n 1 n
n
c c w s q s F 0. . j k j k
j, ks1
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 .In this section S, q is a commutative semigroup with neutral element 0
and A a subset of S such that 0 g A.
 .Let K denote the compact with product topology
r : S ª R r 0 s 1; r s q t s r s r t , s, t g S ;  .  .  .  .
r a G 0, a g A; r s F 1, s g S4 .  .
 < 4and V the locally compact space r g K r k 1 .
THEOREM 2. For a function w : S ª R the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .   ..i the functions s ¬ w s q a are negati¨ e definite on S and wag A
is bounded below;
 . w wii there are a real number c, an additi¨ e function L: S ª 0, ` , and a
positi¨ e Radon measure m on V, such that the functions r ¬
  ..1 y r s are m-integrable, which satisfysg S
w s s c q L s q 1 y r s dm r , s g S. .  .  .  . .H
V
 .  .  .Proof. i « ii . Let F denote the set of all families a of reals sg S
numbers such that a / 0 only for a finite number of s. We defines
W s f : V ª R f G 0; f r s a r s , a g F , a s 0 . .  .  . s s ssgS 5
sgS sgS
 .For every r g V there is a s g S such that 1 y r s ) 0. If we denote by
V the vector space W y W, then we have V s W and consequently V isq
an adapted space.
w x w xUsing 3, p. 74, Theorem 2.2 and 1, p. 862, Theorem 1.3 , we find
 .positive Radon measures m on K such thatt t g x0, `w
eyt w  s. s r s dm r , s g S. .  .H t
K
 .Let a g F,  a s 0.s sg S sg S s
We have
eyt w  s. y 1 1
x wa s a r s dm r , t g 0, ` . .  . Hs s t / /t t KsgS sgS
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Letting t tend to 0, it results that the function L : V ª R defined byw
L r ¬ a r s s y a w s .  . w s s /
sgS sgS
is well defined and positive on V .q
Let s, t be elements of S and e a real number such that 0 - e - 1. Let
 <  . 4   ..K be the compact r g V r t F 1 y e . We have 1 y r s 1 ye , t
 ..   ..r t F e 1 y r s , r g V _ K .e , t
Theorem 1 yields a positive Radon measure m on V such that the
functions of V are m integrable and we have
yw 0 q w s G 1 y r s dm r , s g S, .  .  .  . .H
V
and
yw 0 q w s q w t y w s q t .  .  .  .
s 1 y r s 1 y r t dm r , s, t g S. .  .  . .  .H
V
From these relations follows that the function L: S ª R defined by
L s s yw 0 q w s y 1 y r s dm r .  .  .  .  . .H
V
is positive and satisfies
L s q t s L s q L t , s, t g S. .  .  .
 .This gives the integral representation of ii . Because the implication
 .  .ii « i is immediate, the proof is finished.
Remark 1. m, L, and c are uniquely determined by the function w cf.
w x.2, p. 261, Theorem 3.7 .
Remark 2. We can reobtain, as in this section, Theorems 1.3 and 3.2 of
w x4 .
EXAMPLE. For a function w : N2 ª R the following conditions are
equivalent:
 .  .  .i w and the function m, n ¬ w m q 1, n are negative definite
and w is bounded below;
 . w x w xii there is a positive Radon measure m on V s 0, 1 = y1, 1 _
 .4  . m n41, 1 , such that the functions x, y ¬ 1 y x y are m-integra-m , ng N
ble, and real numbers a, b, c, such that a, b G 0, which satisfy
w m , n s c q am q bn q 1 y x m y n dm x , y . .  .  .H
V
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3. DEFINITENESS PROPERTIES OF COMPLETELY
 .MONOTONIC RESP. ALTERNATING FUNCTIONS
 .Let S be a commutative semigroup with or without neutral element .
For each a g S we write E : RS ª RS for the operator defined bya
 . .  .E w s s w s q a , s g S; E [ id.a 0
We say that a function w : S ª R is completely monotonic if we have
w G 0 and
E y E ??? E y E w G 0 . .  .0 a 0 a1 n
 4for n g N*, a , . . . , a ; S.1 n
We say that a function w : S ª R is completely alternating if we have
E y E ??? E y E w F 0 . .  .0 a 0 a1 n
 4for n g N*, a , . . . , a ; S.1 n
 .The function w : S ª R is completely positi¨ e resp., negati¨ e definite if
 .w and all its translates E w, a g S, are positive resp. negative definite.a
w xThis notion was introduced in 10, p. 225 .
 < 4Let F denote the set of all finite products from E y E a g S ; this is0 a
 .a commutative semigroup without neutral element. Denote by M s M S
  .. resp. A s A S , the convex cone of completely monotonic resp. alternat-
.ing functions on S. So by definition
w g M m w G 0 and Fw G 0 ;F g F
and w g A m Fw F 0 ;F g F .
 .  .Clearly, Fw g M resp. A for w g M resp. A and F g F and so Tw g M
 .  .resp. A for w g M resp. A and T g T, the convex cone generated by F.
Since translations and operators in F commute, we may even consider the
 < 4 convex cone T 9 generated by T j E a g S and still get T 9w g M resp.a
.  .A for w g M resp. A and T 9 g T 9. Note that both T and T 9 are stable
under multiplication. This will be used now.
 .THEOREM 3. A completely monotonic resp. alternating function is
 .completely positi¨ e resp. negati¨ e definite.
 .Proof. Let w : S ª R be a completely monotonic resp. alternating
 .function. Let n be a natural number G 1 resp. 2 , c , . . . , c a family of1 n
 .real numbers resp., a family of real numbers such that c q ??? qc s 0 ,1 n
and a , . . . , a a family of elements of S.1 n
We suppose that c , . . . , c are strictly positive and that c , . . . , c are1 p pq1 n
strictly negative.
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We consider for m g N, m G 2, the operator
2m jQ y kL . m my j mykm j kZ s X QE y X Y LE y Y .  .m 0 0 / /j km m y 1 .j, ks0
p n  . pwhere Q s  c , L s  yc , X s  c E and Y sjs1 j jspq1 j js1 j a jn  . yc E .jspq1 j a j
p  .We have QE y X s  c E y E g T and LE y Y s0 js1 j 0 a 0jn  . . yc E y E g T. Since X, Y g T 9 indeedjspq1 j 0 aj
my j mykj kX QE y X Y LE y Y w G 0 resp. F 0 .  .  .  . .0 0
 .  .for 0 F j, k F m, j, k / m, m .
 .2  ..If w is completely monotonic, we have mQ y mL rm m y 1
m m .X Y w G 0 because w G 0.
 .2  ..If w is completely alternating, we have mQ y mL rm m y 1
m m .X Y w s 0 because the equality c q ??? qc s 0 is equivalent to1 n
Q s L.
 .  .Using these relations, we obtain Z w G 0 resp. F 0 .m
The binomial theorem now leads to the identity
2 2m j j y 1 Q k k y 1 L 2 jkQL .  .
Z s q ym 2 /m m y 1 m m y 1 m .  .j, ks0
2 21 jQ kL 2 jkQL
q q y 2 /m y 1 m m m
m my j mykm j k= X QE y X Y LE y Y .  .0 0 / /j k
QmLm2m ms Q L X y Y q QX q LY y 2 XY . .  .
m y 1
m m  .2 .If we divide by Q L and let m tend to `, we obtain X y Y w G 0
 .  .resp. F 0 which means that w is completely positive resp. negative
definite on S.
Remark 3. In the case of a commutative semigroup with neutral
w xelement the Theorem 3 is a consequence of 2, p. 264, Theorem 4.2 . A
 .different proof also without use of integral representations of the part of
w xthe Theorem 3 concerned with monotonic functions is in 8, p. 322 .
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4. COMPLETELY MONOTONIC AND ALTERNATING
FUNCTIONS ON N*
We now consider the special semigroup S s N* and abbreviate I [ E ,0
E [ E .1
 .  .nLEMMA. w g M N* m I y E w G 0 ;n g N.
Only ``¥'' needs to be shown: Observe E s En andn
I y En s I y E q E I y E q ??? qEny1 I y E . .  .  .
 4 k  .So for any finitely many n , . . . , n ; N* the product  I y E is a1 k js1 n jm l .sum of terms of the form E I y E , where m, l G 0.
PROPOSITION 1. For a function w : N* ª R the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .i w is completely monotonic;
 .ii w is bounded and positi¨ e definite on N* and the function n ¬
 .w n q 1 is positi¨ e definite on N;
 .  .iii the function n ¬ w n q 1 is positi¨ e definite on N and the
 .  .function n ¬ w n y w n q 1 is positi¨ e definite on N*;
 . x xiv there are a positi¨ e Radon measure m on the inter¨ al 0, 1 , such
that the function x ¬ x is m-integrable, and a positi¨ e number a which satisfies
w n s x n dm x q ax n , n g N*, .  .  .H
x x0, 1
 4  4where the function x : N* ª 0, 1 is the indicator function of the set 1 .
 .  .   ..Proof. i « ii follows from Theorem 3 note that 0 F w F w 1 .
 .  .ii « iii . Let n be a strictly positive natural number. Let c , . . . , c be1 n
real numbers and p , . . . , p strictly positive natural numbers. The func-1 n
 . n  .tion u: N ª R defined by u m s  c c w m q p q p is positivej, ks1 j k j k
<  . <  . w xdefinite on N and is bounded. We have u m F u 0 by 3, p. 90, 1.12 .
<  . <  .  .In particular, u 1 s u 1 F u 0 , which means that the function n ¬
 .  .w n y w n q 1 is positive definite on N*.
 .  .  x x <iii « iv . Let V be the vector space P: 0, 1 ª R P polynomial
 . 4function, lim P x s 0 . If P g V we havex ª 0
21P x s xQ x s x 1 q Q x q Q x .  .  .  . . .2
21y x 1 y Q x q Q x . .  . . .2
It results that V is an adapted space. Let L : V ª R be the functionw
defined by
L x ¬ a x q ??? qa x n s a w 1 q ??? qa w n . .  . .w 1 n 1 n
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If P g V and P G 0, we can write
2 2
P x s Q x q x Q x .  .  . .  . i i
igI igI1 2
2 x xq 1 y x Q x , x g 0, 1 , .  . . i
igI3
 .  .  .where Q , Q , and Q are finite families of real polynomiali ig I i ig I i ig I1 2 3
 w x.functions see for example 7, p. 173, Lemma 4.1 ; note that Q g V fori
i g I j I . Here we use also that w itself as the sum of the two functions1 3
 .  .in iii is positive definite on N*. It results that L P G 0 for each P g Vw
such that P G 0.
x xTheorem 1 yields a positive Radon measure m on 0, 1 such that the
functions of V are m-integrable and we have
w 1 G x dm x .  .H
x x0, 1
and
w n s x n dm x , n g N*, n G 2. .  .H
x x0, 1
 .This gives the integral representation of iv and finishes the proof of the
 .  .Proposition 1 because the implication iv « i is trivial.
Remark 4. m and a in Proposition 1 are uniquely determined by w.
Indeed we have
w n q 2 s x n ? x 2 dm , ;n g N, . H
x x0, 1
 2 .which means that the measure x ¬ x ? m is uniquely determined by w
 .  .and therefore so is m. We also have a s w 1 y H x dm x .x0, 1x
The arguments in the lemma above show
n
w g A N* m I y E w F 0 ;n g N* .  .
PROPOSITION 2. For a function w : N* ª R the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .i w is completely alternating;
 .  .ii the function n ¬ w n q 1 is negati¨ e definite on N, and the
 .  .function n ¬ w n q 1 y w n is positi¨ e definite on N*;
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 . x wiii there is a positi¨ e Radon measure m on the inter¨ al 0, 1 , such
 .that the function x ¬ x 1 y x is m-integrable, and real numbers a, b, c, such
that a G 0, b G 0, which satisfy:
w n s x y x n dm x q na y bx n q c, n g N*. .  .  .  .H
x w0, 1
 .  .  .Proof. i « ii . The function n ¬ w n q 1 is negative definite by
Theorem 3. For
c [ E y I w .
we have
n nq1I y E c s y I y E w G 0 ;n g N, .  .
 .so that c is completely monotonic by the lemma, therefore completely
positive definite by Theorem 3.
 .  .  x w <ii « iii . Let V be the set P: 0, 1 ª R P polynomial function,
 .  . 4lim P x s 0, lim P x s 0 .x ª 0 x ª 1
We obtain, as in the Proof of Proposition 1, that V is an adapted space,
and that if P g V we can writeq
2 2
P x s Q x q x Q x .  .  . .  . i i
igI igI1 2
2 x wq 1 y x Q x , x g 0, 1 . .  . . i
igI3
 .  .This relation implies lim Q x s 0 for i g I j I and lim Q x sx ª 0 i 1 3 x ª 1 i
0 for i g I j I .1 2
 .We also have w s I y E w q Ew and therefore w is negative definite
 .on N* because so are I y E w and Ew.
It results that the function L : V ª R, defined by L x ¬ a x qw w 1
n.  .  .  .??? qa x s ya w 1 y ??? ya w n , satisfies L P G 0 for everyn 1 n w
P g V .q
x wTheorem 1 yields a positive Radon measure m on 0, 1 such that
yw n q n y 2 w 3 y n y 3 w 2 .  .  .  .  .
s x n y n y 2 x 3 q n y 3 x 2 dm x , n g N*, n G 2 .  .  . .H
x w0, 1
  n  . 3  . 2 . x wthe function x ¬ x y n y 2 x q n y 3 x is positive on 0, 1 be-
n  . 3  . 2 2 .cause we have the identity x y n y 2 x q n y 3 x s x 1 y x n y
 ny3..2 y 1 q x q ??? qx and if P is a real polynomial function positive on
x w 2 .2  .  .  . x w x w.0, 1 , we have x 1 y x P x F e x 1 y x P x for x g 0, e j 1 y e , 1
and such that the number
w 3 y w 2 y x 2 y x 3 dm x .  .  .  .H
x w0, 1
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  .  .  .  .2  ..resp. yw 3 q 2w 2 y w 1 y H x 1 y x dm x which we denote byx0, 1w
 .a resp. b is positive.
If we write
c s y2w 3 q 3w 2 y 2 x 3 y 3 x 2 q x dm x .  .  .  .H
x w0, 1
 .we obtain the integral representation given in iii . Because the implication
 .  .iii « i is trivial, this finishes the proof of Proposition 2.
Remark 5. m, a, b, and c in Proposition 2 are uniquely determined by
  .  ..w. We have a s lim w n q 1 y w n rn. The relationnª`
w n q 3 y w n q 2 s x n ? x 2 1 y x dm x q a .  .  .  .H
x w0, 1
 2 ..for n g N implies that the measure x ¬ x 1 y x ? m is uniquely deter-
mined by w and therefore so is m. That b and c are also uniquely
determined by w follows from the relations
w 1 s a y b q c and w 2 s x y x 2 dm x q 2 a q c. .  .  .  .H
x w0, 1
Remark 6. We note that the integral representation of the Proposition
 .1 resp., Proposition 2 is not a particular case of the integral representa-
w x  .tion given by Ressel in 9, Theorem 4 resp., Theorem 5 .
5. THE WEAK STIELTJES' MOMENT PROBLEM
PROPOSITION 3. For a function w : N* ª R the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .i w is positi¨ e definite on N* and the function n ¬ w n q 1 is
positi¨ e definite on N;
 . x wii there are a positi¨ e Radon measure m on 0, ` , such that the
 n.functions x ¬ x are m-integrable, and a positi¨ e number a whichng N*
satisfies
w n s x n dm x q ax n , n g N* .  .  .H
x w0, `
 .x from Section 4 .
 .  .Proof. We have only to prove the implication i « ii .
 x w <  .Let V be the set P: 0, ` ª R P polynomial function, lim P x sx ª 0
40 .
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If P g V and P G 0, there are finite families of real polynomial func-
 .  .tions Q and Q such thati ig I i ig I1 2
2 2 x wP x s Q x q x Q x , x g 0, ` . .  .  . .  . i i /
igI igI1 2
 w x.see for example 5, p. 4-07 .
We observe that for every natural number n G 2 and every e ) 0 there
x wis a compact interval I ; 0, ` such thatn, e
n nq1 x wx F e x q x , x g 0, ` _ I . . n , e
 .Using these relations, we obtain the integral representations of ii as in
Section 4.
Remark 7. The functions characterized in Proposition 3 are completely
 .positive definite functions on N* see Section 3 .
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